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As April kicks off, we hope it will be ‘Absolutely Amazing.’ With so many things to keep us busy over
Easter and beyond, we are ‘hopping’ everyone has a fantastic time.
Notification: Change of Time for Saturday Dance Session Three Week Trial
Starting from Saturday 23rd April 2022, the dance session will move to 1.45pm2.45pm. We will now be holding this in the dance studio within the Kirkintilloch
Leisure Centre, as always with the amazing Karen! See you there….
Get your groove on!!

Announcements:
It is with heavy hearts that we say goodbye to
Kiendi, one of our coaches this month. Kiendi
has been an integral part to the coaching
sessions, and we have been lucky to have him
as part of the team. Kiendi is leaving to
progress in his studies, and I am sure you will
all want to wish him well for his future.
Thank you and Good Luck Kiendi, from all at
The Sporting Aces.
We find it only appropriate that this month’s
‘This is me’ section should be about Kiendi’s
Journey.

Donations
Everyone at The Sporting Aces would like to thank Coda Estate Agents, Lenzie for their kind donation. This
enabled us to purchase badminton equipment which helps the coaches to bring diversity to the sessions.

Thank you, Coda Estate Agents!
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Easter Camp:
As the Easter Camp kicks off, we hope that everyone is having fun and enjoying the different sessions. Keep an
eye out for some special visitors that may arrive to make some magic or hop around at some of the sessions.
It would be great to hear your thoughts on the Easter Camp experience and helps us to move forward as a charity
and know what is working well or future suggestions. If you had the time to do this, you can email Dion:
dion.thesportingaces@yahoo.com. This would be greatly appreciated.

Hoppy Easter Everyone!

The Glasgow Kilt Walk
Sunday 24th April 2022
Our other big event this month is the Glasgow Kilt Walk. Thank you to everyone who has been able to join for the
walk this year. This is a great way for fundraising, and we can’t thank you enough. If you are unable to attend the
walk this year, you can still help us by sending out the link below. We are always grateful for all the funds we
receive that facilitates the charity to continue doing what they’re doing, so let’s spread the word, here is the link:
https://glasgow.thekiltwalk.co.uk/teams/TheSportingAces
Lets hope for some fun along the way, lots of laughs and good times. #inclusion
LETS DO THIS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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GOOD NEWS!
Know anyone with an Oomph loyalty card?? We are delighted to announced that Certas Energy fuel station,
Waterside Road, Kirkintilloch, have chosen The Sporting Aces as their nominated annual charity. This means that
anyone with an Oomph loyalty card has the option donate their points to The Sporting Aces and what do points
make?....PRIZES! If The Sporting Aces have the highest number of donated points out of the other Local Certas
Energy fuel stations, we would win a grand cash prize.
So, if you or if you know anyone with an Oomph card let them know that they can donate their points when instore
to The Sporting Aces.
Let’s oomph it over the finishing line!!!

Memories of Marvellous March…
March saw some amazing sessions, much fun and magnificent times…
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Other news:
Dawn apologises for the lack of challenges. Though she will make an appearance soon and resume where she left off.
Some of you may have noticed one particular challenge that was not a sporting one and the question is, will she do it?
She may be keeping it up her sleeve for a while, but it will hopefully give you the biggest laugh. Be warned, she might
just use this particular challenge to challenge you all in return though. Here is a clue…

As Dawn says, Game on!
LET’S DO THIS!!!!!!!
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This is me…

Kiendi Searle-Mbullu – My Story
In my fourth year of high school, I was given the opportunity to take part in the Duke of Edinburgh
Silver Award Scheme. To obtain this award, I had to complete six months of volunteering so I began
searching for a place where I could do this. All my life I have loved everything to do with sports
whether that be playing, watching, and coaching them so when my friend mentioned that the Sporting
Aces (the Tennis Aces at that time) were looking for more volunteers. The charity was a perfect fit. As
I have previously mentioned I love sports so finding a group where I could get my voluntary hours
whilst also being part of a fun, active sports group was perfect. I started volunteering and instantly felt
like the group was a really good fit for me. Everyone was so kind, happy and just wanted to have a fun
social time whilst also getting to play a wide variety of sports. This was one of the first important
things that the Sporting Aces taught me – Sports, whilst also being an excellent way to improve
physical and mental health, is also an excellent way to allow for large amounts of social interaction and
improving people’s social skills. One thing that I can say for sure is that, over my time with the group,
I have seen a large improvement in not only my social skills and confidence in interactions, but I have
also seen this for the players and volunteers within the group which has been amazing to see.
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The six-month period that was compulsory for my Duke of Edinburgh flew by and before I knew it, I
had completed the award, but I had no intention of stopping. The group was giving me amazing
opportunities to become accredited in a wide variety of subjects from social media safety to gaining a
safeguarding qualification.

Unfortunately, in 2020 we were all struck with the sudden lockdown and everything, including the
Sporting Aces, had to be stopped. We could no longer gather and play the fun games together like we
used to. When life started to open back up, we started doing small walks in small groups in the local
area to get the group back up and running again. This was a great success as the social aspects of walks
really showed how great they are as everyone started to get back to having good times.

After being a volunteer for a while I was given an opportunity to become a multisport assistant and
this is another thing, I have found great about the Sporting Aces as everyone whether they are a player
or a volunteer, always have opportunities to have more responsibility within the charity which is a
fantastic way to build confidence in people and another way that shows this group is so much more
than just a sports club. Now, I am a coach which is an amazing achievement, and I am really happy
with the progression I and others have had within the charity.

Now, as I approach my last session with the group, I feel sad that I will no longer be part of this great
group, but I will always look back with fond memories on all the times and amazing people that I have
met. The group means so much to me and this whole community and I can’t wait to see where the
charity goes next.

Have and Amazing April everyone,
Lets see what Magical May will bring…

